
Summary

Key characteristics Part of the River Monnow valley sides/floor just off the floodplain.
Two medium sized irregular fields fenced or with low cut hedges and 
trees.
The site forms part of a strong green corridor along the River Monnow 
penetrating into town.
The settlement adjacent is linear along or contained by Rockfield Road.
The site is covered by SLA designation with the south east corner 
covered by Conservation Area status.

Landscape sensitivity High/medium

The site is sensitive because it is set within a broader green, rural corridor which runs down to 
the settlement core along the River Monnow. This acts as a setting to the settlement and 
provides green views out from the core and River Monnow walk. The area is partly within the 
Conservation Area which reinforces the area's role as setting.

Housing capacity Low

The site has no capacity for housing as it forms part of a broader green, rural corridor which 
runs down to the settlement core along the River Monnow. Any housing here would erode the 
rural character and make  adjacent land vulnerable to further development.

LLCA Context

LLCA number M02

LLCA sensitivity High/medium

LLCA capacity Medium/low

Relationship of site 
with LLCA

part of lower valley sides/valley floor near expanded settlement 
edge

LANDMAP Context

Geological landscapes

MNMTHGL023Number

ModerateValue

Landscape habitats
MNMTHLH096Number

HighValue

Visual and sensory
MNMTHVS070 MNMTHVS049Number

High HighValue

HighSensitivity

Historical landscapes
H40Number

100% moderateValue

Site CS/0092 Settlement: Monmouth
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Designations

Landscape designations comments

in SLA and Amenity Open Space

Historic/archaeology 
designations comments

south east corner in Conservation Area

Biodiversity designations 
comments

-

National Park AONB

Landscape of Hist. Interest Historic Parks and Gardens

Hist.Parks and Gardens essential setting

SAM Conservation Area Yes Listed Building

SAC NNR SINC

Cultural landscapes
MNMTHCL026 MNMTHCL029Number

OutstandingValue

Combined Character Area
CCA45Number

SLA Yes

SSSI RAMSAR

WHS

Country Park National Trail National Cycle Route

Other

Floodplain (100yr)
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Summary

Key characteristics Very gently sloping land rising on the western margins with a steeply 
rising hill of King's Wood beyond.
Medium-large irregular arable fields bounded by a mix of low cut and 
outgrown hedges with mature oak trees and no settlement.
The settlement edge itself is linear and positive in character with 
widely spaced and established detached houses and a green corridor to 
the south east into the settlement. 
Offa's Dyke footpath bounds the area along Watery Lane and one other 
footpath crosses a field to the south.
The area is covered by SLA designation.
LANDMAP visual and sensory is high value and landscape habitats are  
low.

Landscape sensitivity High/medium

The area has sensitivity as it forms the lower slopes of the rural backcloth to Monmouth to the 
east, is enjoyed as the setting for recreation in terms of Offa's Dyke and another footpath 
linking the settlement to the countryside. It is also productive in terms of arable land use. 
The relationship with the settlement is positive as it has a positive low density edge of semi-
rural character and also links into a green corrisor into the town to the south east.

Housing capacity Low

The area has no capacity for housing development as it would significantly extend the 
settlement to the west up a slope where the edge is already semi-rural and low density in 
character. It is also adjacent to Offa's Dyke footpath. The most sensitive parts of the area are 
the western fringes as the land rises.

LLCA Context

LLCA number M07

LLCA sensitivity Medium

LLCA capacity Medium

M08

High

Low

Relationship of site 
with LLCA

The site lies in the middle part of Area M7 forming part of the 
continuum of landform and landcover.

LANDMAP Context

Geological landscapes

MNMTHGL016 MNMTHGL023Number

High ModerateValue

Landscape habitats
MNMTHLH130 MNMTHLH118Number

Moderate LowValue

Visual and sensory
MNMTHVS030 MNMTHVS049Number

High HighValue

Site CS/0111 Settlement: Monmouth
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Designations

Landscape designations comments

in SLA

Historic/archaeology 
designations comments

-

Biodiversity designations 
comments

SNCI adjacent to the south

National Park AONB

Landscape of Hist. Interest Historic Parks and Gardens

Hist.Parks and Gardens essential setting

SAM Conservation Area Listed Building

SAC NNR SINC Yes

High HighSensitivity

Cultural landscapes
MNMTHCL029Number

OutstandingValue

Combined Character Area
CAA44 CCA45Number

SLA Yes

SSSI RAMSAR

WHS

Country Park National Trail National Cycle Route

Other

Floodplain (100yr)

Historical landscapes
H40Number

100% moderateValue
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Summary

Key characteristics River Monnow lower valley sides.
Medium to large scale pasture with wire and low hedge boundaries with 
farm complex.
Tree cover is limited with some field trees [remnant from removed 
hedgerows], around buildings and along some field boundaries. 
The area forms part of a strong green corridor along the River Monnow 
penetrating into town.
The north eastern edge forms the local skyline and is also visible as a 
skyline at the top of a steep wooded slope from the other side of the 
Monnow valley.
The area is overlooked at a distance by buildings and spaces in the town 
centre and views to the town and the church are possible from 
footpaths crossing the area.
The settlement to the west of the area forms a linear edge of limited 
merit.
The entire area is covered by SLA designation.
LANDMAP visual and sensory and landscape habitats value is high.

Landscape sensitivity High/medium

The area is sensitive as it forms part of the River Monnow green corridor running into the town 
core, forming a positive approach from the north and is used for walking along PROWs. Parts 
of the area are visible from the town core as forming part of the rural setting and the area to 
the west provides a pleasant rural approach to the settlement from the north. The local 
skyline to the north east is particularly sensitive as it is visible from both sides.

Housing capacity Medium/low

The area has virtually no capacity as it is rural in character with very limited opportunities for 
housing and as it forms part of the River Monnow green corridor running into the town core. 
The local skyline to the north east is particularly sensitive as it is visible from both sides. The 
only potential is for a rural dwelling in the curtilage of Drybridge Farm, screened by existing 
vegetation.

LLCA Context

LLCA number M03

LLCA sensitivity High/medium

LLCA capacity Medium/low

Relationship of site 
with LLCA

a significant part of lower slopes of Area M3

LANDMAP Context

Geological landscapes

MNMTHGL016 MNMTHGL023Number

High ModerateValue

Landscape habitats
MNMTHLH096Number

HighValue

Site CS/0121 Settlement: Monmouth
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Designations

Landscape designations comments

in SLA and Amenity Open Space

Historic/archaeology 
designations comments

listed Salts Lodge to the north east

Biodiversity designations 
comments

-

National Park AONB

Landscape of Hist. Interest Historic Parks and Gardens

Hist.Parks and Gardens essential setting

SAM Conservation Area Listed Building

SAC NNR SINC

Visual and sensory
MNMTHVS049 MNMTHVS070Number

High HighValue

High HighSensitivity

Cultural landscapes
MNMTHCL026Number

OutstandingValue

Combined Character Area
CCA45 CCA49Number

SLA Yes

SSSI RAMSAR

WHS

Country Park National Trail National Cycle Route

Other

Floodplain (100yr)

Historical landscapes
H40Number

100% moderateValue
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Summary

Key characteristics Part of the River Monnow valley floor just off the floodplain.
2 poultry sheds surrounded by hedges, fence and trees with a yard 
fronting Rockfield Road.
The sheds are detractors but are a rural land use.
The site is almost surrounded by pasture which forms a strong green 
corridor along the River Monnow penetrating into town.
The caravan site to the south east is fairly well screened by outgrown 
hedges.
The settlement adjacent is contained by Rockfield Road.
The site is covered by SLA designation while the area to the south is 
covered by Conservation Area status and floodplain

Landscape sensitivity High/medium

The site is sensitive because it is set within a broader green, rural corridor which runs down to 
the settlement core along the River Monnow. This acts as a setting to the settlement and 
provides green views out from the core and River Monnow walk. The chicken sheds are a 
minor detratcor when viewed from Rockfield Road but are essentially a rural land use. Their 
simple form is broken up by hedgerows and trees when viewed from the south east.

Housing capacity Low

The site has no capacity for housing as it forms part of a broader green, rural corridor which 
runs down to the settlement core along the River Monnow. Any housing here would erode the 
rural character and make  adjacent land vulnerable to further development.

LLCA Context

LLCA number M02

LLCA sensitivity High/medium

LLCA capacity Medium/low

Relationship of site 
with LLCA

A small part of M2, the site consists of chicken sheds.

LANDMAP Context

Geological landscapes

MNMTHGL023Number

ModerateValue

Landscape habitats
MNMTHLH080 MNMTHLH096Number

Low HighValue

Visual and sensory
MNMTHVS070 MNMTHVS049Number

High HighValue

HighSensitivity

Site CS/0196 Settlement: Monmouth
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Designations

Landscape designations comments

in SLA and Amenity Open Space

Historic/archaeology 
designations comments

abuts Conservation Area

Biodiversity designations 
comments

-

National Park AONB

Landscape of Hist. Interest Historic Parks and Gardens

Hist.Parks and Gardens essential setting

SAM Conservation Area Yes Listed Building

SAC NNR SINC

Cultural landscapes
MNMTHCL026Number

OutstandingValue

Combined Character Area
CCA45Number

SLA Yes

SSSI RAMSAR

WHS

Country Park National Trail National Cycle Route

Other

Floodplain (100yr) Yes

Historical landscapes
H40 H24Number

5% moderate 95% lowValue
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Summary

Key characteristics Gently sloping undulating lowland.
Medium sized arable field with outgrown and low-cut hedges adjacent 
to development site.
Trees in a copse [willow] and field and hedgerow oaks.
Whilst generally open the area is enclosed to an extent by rising land to 
the north.
Offa's Dyke runs along the south west boundary by a small watercourse 
and the area is within an SLA.

Landscape sensitivity Medium

The area is sensitive as it lies within open countryside to the north of the settlement and is 
overlooked by Offa's Dyke and users of other public footpaths. The adjacent settlement edge 
is low density with hedging, providing a positive edge.

Housing capacity Low

The area has no capacity for housing as it provides a green buffer between the adjacent 
allocated area and Offa's Dyke footpath and it responds to the low density directly adjacent 
edge to the south.

LLCA Context

LLCA number M05

LLCA sensitivity Medium

LLCA capacity Medium

M07

Medium

Medium

Relationship of site 
with LLCA

LANDMAP Context

Geological landscapes

MNMTHGL023Number

ModerateValue

Landscape habitats
MNMTHLH118Number

LowValue

Visual and sensory
MNMTHVS070 MNMTHVS049Number

High HighValue

HighSensitivity

Cultural landscapes
MNMTHCL029 MNMTHCL053Number

Historical landscapes
H40 H24Number

98% moderate 2% lowValue

Site CS/0199 Settlement: Monmouth
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Designations

Landscape designations comments

in SLA

Historic/archaeology 
designations comments

-

Biodiversity designations 
comments

-

National Park AONB

Landscape of Hist. Interest Historic Parks and Gardens

Hist.Parks and Gardens essential setting

SAM Conservation Area Listed Building

SAC NNR SINC

OutstandingValue

Combined Character Area
CCA48 CCA45Number

SLA Yes

SSSI RAMSAR

WHS

Country Park National Trail Yes National Cycle Route

Other

Floodplain (100yr)
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Summary

Key characteristics Very gently sloping land rising on the western margins with a steeply 
rising hill of King's Wood beyond.
Medium-large irregular arable fields bounded by a mix of low cut and 
outgrown hedges with mature oak trees.
Bailey Pit Farm farm lies adjacent on rising land isolated from the 
settlement edge.
The corner of the settlement edge itself is linear and positive in 
character with widely spaced and established detached houses. 
Offa's Dyke footpath bounds the area and one other footpath crosses a 
field to the south.
The area is covered by SLA designation.

Landscape sensitivity High/medium

The area has high/medium sensitivity as it forms the lower slopes of the rural backcloth to 
Monmouth to the east, is enjoyed as the setting for recreation in terms of Offa's Dyke and 
another footpath linking the settlement to the countryside. It is also productive in terms of 
arable land use. The relationship with the corner of the settlement is positive as it has a 
positive low density edge of semi-rural character.

Housing capacity Low

The area has no capacity for housing development as it would significantly extend the 
settlement to the north and west up a slope where the edge is already semi-rural and low 
density in character. It is also adjacent to Offa's Dyke footpath.

LLCA Context

LLCA number M07

LLCA sensitivity Medium

LLCA capacity Medium

Relationship of site 
with LLCA

The site lies in the northern part of Area M7 forming part of the 
continuum of landform and landcover.

LANDMAP Context

Geological landscapes

MNMTHGL023Number

ModerateValue

Landscape habitats
MNMTHLH118Number

LowValue

Visual and sensory
MNMTHVS049 MNMTHVS030Number

High HighValue

High HighSensitivity

Site CS/0201 Settlement: Monmouth
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Designations

Landscape designations comments

in SLA

Historic/archaeology 
designations comments

-

Biodiversity designations 
comments

-

National Park AONB

Landscape of Hist. Interest Historic Parks and Gardens

Hist.Parks and Gardens essential setting

SAM Conservation Area Listed Building

SAC NNR SINC

Cultural landscapes
MNMTHCL029 MNMTHCL053Number

OutstandingValue

Combined Character Area
CAA44 CCA45Number

SLA Yes

SSSI RAMSAR

WHS

Country Park National Trail Yes National Cycle Route

Other

Floodplain (100yr)

Historical landscapes
H40Number

100% moderateValue
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Summary

Key characteristics Very gently sloping land contained by rising hill to the west and south.
Mix of medium irregular mainly arable and ungrazed grass fields 
bounded by a mix of low cut and outgrown hedges with mature oak 
trees.
Small farm complex and commercial estate edge with sports field.
One public footpath crosses the area linking into the settlement with 
one to the west.
The area is mostly covered by SLA designation except for an area to the 
east and there is a small field which is a SINC at Wonastow Fields.

Landscape sensitivity Medium

The area has some sensitivity as it forms the lower slopes of the rural backcloth to Monmouth 
to the east, has strong hedgerows, is used for recreation in terms of footpaths linking the 
settlement to the countryside, is partly within the SLA and has a SINC. It is also productive in 
terms of arable land use. However, it is low lying and fairly well contained and is affected by 
the commercial edge to the settlement.

Housing capacity Medium

The area has capacity for housing development but this should not adversely afffect the SINC 
or preferably run to the north of the public footpath as this would enclose other open land to 
the north east making it vulnerable to development and adversely affecting open unspoilt 
views to the hills from the settlement and Offa's Dyke Footpath. A careful rural trreatment 
would be needed to the minor road to the south.

LLCA Context

LLCA number M07

LLCA sensitivity Medium

LLCA capacity Medium

Relationship of site 
with LLCA

The site lies in the lower south eastern part of the site closest 
to the commercial estate.

LANDMAP Context

Geological landscapes

MNMTHGL023Number

ModerateValue

Landscape habitats
MNMTHLH130Number

ModerateValue

Visual and sensory
MNMTHVS049 MNMTHVS070Number

High HighValue

HighSensitivity

Site CS/0219 Settlement: Monmouth
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Designations

Landscape designations comments

SLA in two thirds to the west

Historic/archaeology 
designations comments

-

Biodiversity designations 
comments

Wonastow Fields SINC

National Park AONB

Landscape of Hist. Interest Historic Parks and Gardens

Hist.Parks and Gardens essential setting

SAM Conservation Area Listed Building

SAC NNR SINC Yes

Cultural landscapes
MNMTHCL026 MNMTHCL029Number

OutstandingValue

Combined Character Area
CCA45Number

SLA Yes

SSSI RAMSAR

WHS

Country Park National Trail National Cycle Route

Other

Floodplain (100yr)

Historical landscapes
H40Number

100% moderateValue
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